Clinical Lab Report example
Canine Specific
C-Reactive Protein (CRP)

Interpretation

*Canine CRP is also available as part of the Tkcanine cancer
panel and INCaSe wellness panel The report shown here is for
canine C-Reactive Protein as a standalone test.

Canine Inflammatory Disease
Clinical Background
Chronic inflammation is both
associated with, and the rootcause of disease. Left unchecked,
chronic inflammation can lead to
disease advancement and even
death.

Role of inflammation
Acute defends, chronic kills
Acute Inflammation
Acute (short-term) inflammation is a vital life-sustaining function.
The cascade of events that occurs is needed to initiate a defense
against invading organisms and to repair tissue damage that occurs
from trauma, infection, and disease.

CRPCANINE is a blood test that
detects systemic inflammation in
response to infection, tissue
damage, neoplasia, and trauma.
The test is used to confirm the
presence of inflammatory
disease, detect hidden disorders,
monitor the effectiveness of
treatment, and assure
complication-free recovery.

When inflammation becomes chronic
While acute inflammation is normally tightly controlled and part of
the healing process, chronic (long-term) inflammation leads to the
production of free radicals and other destructive agents, creating an
environment that propagates disease.

Test Information:
Sample Type: Serum >1mL
Interferences: Gross lipemia
Gross hemolysis

Stability:

3%

CRP and Serious Disease
In a large study group of 360 dogs followed for up to
one year, incidence of serious disease was followed.

4°C: 4 hours
-20°C: 1 month

Reference Ranges:
c-CRP(mg/L):
Optimum:
Normal:
Low:
Moderate:
High:

≤1.9
≤3.9
4.0 – 9.9
10 – 39.9
≥40

Interpretative
Information:
Cancer
Heart Disease
Kidney Disease
Autoimmune diseases
Infection

25%

CRP is very sensitive to a wide range of inflammatory
disease such as heart disease, kidney disease, and
autoimmune disorders. Within the study, if you only
looked at death as an endpoint of serious disease,
those with increasingly elevated CRP had a higher
mortality rate, up to 25%, compared to only 3% with
low CRP.

Therapeutic Monitoring
Rapid responding CRP allows for near “real-time” monitoring
• Treatment independent; unbiased by therapy
• Effectiveness/infectiveness indicated in 2-3 days
• Detect relapse during tapering of immunosuppressive therapy

Other Inflammatory Disease

Liver Disease
Intravascular Hemolysis

Response to Therapy
Postoperatively, CRP levels will indicate
quickly whether recovery is normal or an
infection has set in. CRP is highly responsive
in monitoring antibiotic treatment vs the
traditional white count (WBC).

Call VDI for more information 805-577-6742 or visit us online at www.vdilab.com

